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Bryant Loses T.V. Contract
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GAY ISSUE IN WEATHER SPLIT

The nation's most well-known line in practice was to define
revolutionary organization,
gay relationships, politics
the Weather Underground, has
and organizations as inhersplit up, and this recent acently racist and irrelevant.
tion may lead to their extinc- Lesbianism was a separtist
tion. A new faction called
nightmare and threatened their
politics and power". At this
the Revolutionary CoMhitftee,
point it is not clear what
has accused the Central Committee of numerous "crimes",
will happen to the Weather
including activities that
Underground, but the split
tended to "dominate and desbetween "old" Leftist ideology
1
troy the women's movement" ,
and tactics, and the "NewV
and of perpetuating "an expli- Left's ideas and practice that
citly anti-gay line". The new
give special emphasis to the
committee asserted that WU's
Third World, women and gay
struggles, is not expected to
stated line was that"gayness
was a matter of sexual prefergo away gently or quickly.
politics,
not
but
the
(Gay Community News)
ence,

Anita Bryant'"s
crusade has cost the singer a
potentially lucrative job as
hostess of a daytime
sion show. The show, which
was to focus on sewing, repre-

basis than it does in reality.

"I am accountable

to God

first," said Bryant, who is

a

devout Baptist. "Those who do
not share my conviction may
continue to blacklist my
talent, but with God's helpj
sents the first cancellation
they can never blacken my
of a Bryant contract since
name," asserted the singer.
she became the leader of a
Bob Kunst, spokesperson
campaign against the Miami
for
the Dade County Coalition
gay rights ordinance.
the Human Rights of Gays
for
Bryant's organization, Save
said the anti-gay campaign
Our Children, Inc., announced
was becoming "bitter 1' and
that they had received over
60,000 signatures in an effort "vicious". "Bryant and her
forces have announced that
to force a referendum on the
they are going to form a
ordinance. The strong

national organization to
gay petition assures that the
oppose the National Gay
referendum will be on the
Rights
Bill," Kunst said.
ballot, which is expected to
I
"They're
attempting to do a
Jean O'Leary and Bruce
be held in June. It would be
Prisons,
Department,s)Federal
number
across
the country.
Voeller, co-directors of the
the first of its kind in
including
the
recent
ban
on
This
referendum
here is a
National Gay Task Force, met
the country.
United
piblications,6)the
gay
by the
last-ditch
effort
on February Bth for two hours
At a press conference in
Commission,
States
Civil
Rights
Nixon
years,
holdovers
of
the
with Midge Costanza, President
Miami Beach home, Bryant
recent her
Department's
7)the
State
of
terror
and
fear
against
Carter's staffperson in charge
warned that "the blacklisting
of rules on employa more humanist way of doing
of Public Liason. The meeting relaxation
of Anita Bryant has begun."
other
gay
people,
ment
of
and
things."
was the first time that gay
"Ihave been blacklisted for
interest to gays
issues
of
Kunst disagreed with the
have
movement representatives
exercising the right of a mothe country.
around
view
that focusing on Bryant
met
with officials in
ever
ther to defend her children,
urges people to
Voeller
could
potentially "backfire"
the White House.
and all children against their
Voeller called the meeting write to the National Gay Task being recruited by homosexuals,, or create Bryant as a "Martyr."
Force and list their concerns
"This is bringing the whole
"a historic occasion" and
she said.
writing, so that he and
in
the
contacts
initial
"What concerns mc," she toldthing to national attention,"
■ praised
O'Leary can relate these
Carter
with the
administration
the press, "is that by caving hesaid. "She thinks she can
concerns to the White House.
discriminate against us
as "the single most exciting
in to the small but vocal
In a letter cinfirming the
because we can't raise our
we
have
had
as
a
opportunity
(number of) homosexual activvoices against her. I'd be
movement." Voeller and O'Leary March 26th meeting, Costanza
ists, those who sponsor Amerhappy
to introduce an ammendican television and other
ment to the ordinance protectforms of entertainment will
ing people's livelihoods."
give the impression that this
sick segment of society repre- (Gay Community News)
sents society on'a much broader

White House Talks With Gay Activists

BUFFALO
GAY CENTER
CLOSES
will
February 28th,
monthly
coming

CToouemhlin

Gamble

John

by

by

Phot

Bruce Voeller]

will meet in the White House
again on March 26 to explore
"in depth and detail" the
issues which they discussed
at the first meeting. Voeller
stated that the March meeting
will have with them 4 men
and 4 women representing the
gay community from around the

Phot

Jean O'Leary

wrote O'Leary and Voeller that

she was "impressed with their
presentation." Voeller is
confident that the next meeting
will result with a series of
meetings with officials of
different governmental departments. Voeller plans to bring
in experts "of a high professional level" to discuss gay
country.
Among the issues which the problems atsubsequent meetings
gay spokespeople will discuss with these department officials
Voeller is also optimistic
at the meeting are
discrimination legislation,
that they will ultimately meet
2)immigration and naturalwith President Carter. "She
ization ,3) the Internal Revenue (Costanza) doesn't see such a
Service's attitudes towards
meeting as unreasonable," he
hombf-vexuaj ,4) the Defense
noted.
t2;- 'ommunity News)

'
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On
the Gay
Services
Center
at
Community
Main
Street
closed
its
1350
doors to the Buffalo gay community. The main reason for
the closing, according to
Mattachine officials, was the
lack of financial support to
operate such a large center.
The GCSC was the largest center of its kind, east of the
Mississippi. The Center had
been running at a deficit for
some time, thus bringing its
bank account to an all-time
low. The main source of income
had been the Saturday Night
Disco, which had declined in
popularity in light of the
influx of new gay bars in the
area.
Though the Center is now
closed, certain services will
be maintained for the gay
•community. The Gay Services
phone number (881-5335) will
continue to operate for counseling and information. The
counseling staff will be regrouping shortly to improve
its services.
sth Freedom

.

be
out
General membership meetings
will be held every 3rd Sunday
of the month
at the Unitarian Church at Elmwood and
West Ferry. These meetings
are open to all Mattachine

members,male and female, and
those interested in joining
Mattachine. A pot-luck dinner
will be held at each of these
meetings.
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EDITORIAL
The largest gay community services
is closed.
Though certain activities and services
previously offered at the Center will
continue^—such as telephone counseling
and the Fifth Freedom—others, including
the library, dances, potlueks, and simple "hang-out" space—are ended until
the Center finds a new home. Counseling
and this newspaper are currently being
provided through the generous provision
of space by one of the members of the
Mattachine Society in his home.
Speculation has run wild as to the
reasons for the Centers demise: was it
political infighting within the Mattachine Society? Was it personal backbiting? Was it sabotage by the FBI,
CIA, or separatist lesbians? Or had the
Center become a stagnant institution,
existing only as an end in itself, havlittle reference to the needs and
cerns of Buffalo's gay community? And
what of Buffalo's gay community? What
role had it in the Center's closing?
Certainly, its declining patronage of
Center dances cut off the major source
of revenue for the Center"s work. But
what other kinds of support—personal
as well as financial—might the city's
Do gays
gays have given the Center?
here care at all about having an altera

sources, judging by their popularity
and the interest expressed in them.
And that is the key to the future of
gay activities in Buffalo: they will
succeed only insofar as they have as
their primary end the welfare and in*terests of Buffalo's gays.
One aspect of the Center's closing
which is of special concern to the Fifth
Freedom is that gay men and women here
continue to work with each other. Conflicts between the sexes were undoubtedly a factor in the closing of the Cenrter, and some perspective must be gained
on the significance of these conflicts.
Gay men traditionally have had less
than ideal relationships with women, gay

center in the eastern U.S.

native to the bars and the baths?
None of these questions have simple
Only the objectivity gained
answers.
by the passage of time will clarify what
the cause of the Center's demise was.
And an understanding of these factors
is essential if there is ever to be a
gay center in Buffalo again: those who
forget the past are doomed to repeat it.
Buffalo's gays will continue to have
a newspaper and counseling services,
both of which seem to be meaningful re-

or straight, sometimes to a paranoic degree. Lesbians, to the extent that they
are feminists, may view relating to any
males at all as inherently destructive
to their own interests.
While acknowledging that gay women and men each have
concerns unique to themselves, this does
deny the interests we have in common
We are all gay.
As a united group, we
are a significant minority in this culture, capable of effecting change; as
divided groups, however, our "weight"
is notably diminished, and with it our
power for agitation.
Gay liberation is essentially human
liberation, a process which affects and
involves all humans. This issue of the
Fifth Freedom, like the ones before it,
is published entirely men, using
ial almost entirely by men. This is not
a policy; it is a reality, a fact,of
life. The Fifth Freedom is intended as
a sounding-board for the ideas of all
gays: members of SOS, GROW, MSNF, SAGE,
and unaffiliated gays of both sexes.
We are interested in ideas and feelings
I—yourswhev1—yours —whoever you a£e.
not

COMMENT
It was with mixed feelings that I
heard of the closing of Buffalo's Gay
Center. There was a sadness at the
closing of doors on a Center that was,
for a while, a vibrant, exciting, and
fun place, a true center for the gay
community, a place where gays of both
sexes and all ages could gather undisturbed by the hostility of straight settings', and the hot-house social pressure
of bars and baths. There was a sadness,
and yet, I felt the closing was right.
In the past year or so, it seemed
that 1350 Main Street was trying too
hard, and in vain, to emulate the commercial establishments. Somehow the
place had turned away from what must
surely be the true mission of a gay center, that is, to provide a genuine al^ternative to the bars. The bars do
what they do well, but another bar we
don*t need. What is needed is a place
where gays can meet not only to be
fortable with their sexuality, but also
to explore the deeper, wider implications
of being gay. Gayness is not just what
It means
you do in bed and with whom.
a way of relating to people that breaks
free of the sexist, ageist, racist, com-

petitive, paranoid guidelines laid down
for us by straight Western society.
Bars have a valid function, but the encouragement of open, risking, sharing,
genuinely loving relationships is not
it. Here surely is where a gay center
comes in. Such a place allows and even
actively fosters such relationships,
and in doing do demonstrates to society

at large the possibility, desirability,
and even necessity of change in the ways
person deals with person, and people \

deal with people.
Small groups of gay men are meeting
with this goal around the city, recognizing the direction that gay liberation
must take if it is not to die, drowned
in compromise. Gay women's groups have
long trod this same path. Now is the
time for a new gay center to provide the
leadership and support needed in the
true gay struggle.
The Gay Center is
dead-T-long live the Gay Center.
Love,
James Brown

•

.

ATTENTION
MATTACHINE MEMBERS

The next General Membership Meeting
will be held at the Unitarian Church
at Elmwood & W. Ferry on March 20th.
A pot-luck dinner will be at 6:00 PM,
with the meeting to follow at 7:30 PM.
This is the first general membership
meeting to be held since the closing
of the Center. Many plans have to
be made for the future and your
input and response are needed. So
bring your favorite dish to the potluck, along with your ideas and energy.

SHORT SHOTS

GAY RIGHTS BILL RENEWED

Congress member Edward Koch (D-NY) has refiled the civil
rights bill pioneered by former Congress member Bella Abzug to
bring gay people under the protection of the federal Civil
Rights Act of 1964. Koch was joined in submitting HR 451 by
ten cosponsors:
John Burton, Ron Dellums, George Miller and
Apparently the residents of Grosse Pointe Park, an upper
Gerry Studds, and Michael
Pete McCloskey from California;
income section of Detroit, feel that the presence of two
Don Frazier of Minnesota; along
Harrington of Massachusetts;
single men living together cannot be tolerated in their neigh- with Johnathan Bingham, Elizabeth Holzman (the only woman) and
borhood. So, Donald Mazzola and Richard Gronan were in fact
Theodore Weiss from New York. Last year the bill attracted 29
ordered out of their newly acquired home by certain "concerned sponsors, and most of those are expected to again join ranks
citizens". But this is hardly the end of- it...Mazzola and
(News West)
behind the measure.
Gronan appear to have run afoul of a city ordinance which
forbids occupancy 'of a single-family home by persons not related by blood, marriage or adoption. Reports of the pair's
Former Rep. Bella Abzug has rejected the offer of a Washplight have been carried in newspapers across the country, and ington job, made to her in a meeting with President Jimmy
when they appeared before the City Council Mazzola and Gronan Carter. The rumor is that she rejected a seven year, $50,000
had a CBS network news team in tow. They have been allowed
a year post as a member of the F.T.C.
The Abzug refusal to
to stay in their home while the City Council re-examines the
take the Washington post is expected to move her closer to a
(GAY NEVIS)
matter.
run for Mayor of New York City this year.
A recent poll shows
the former Representative to be two percentage points ahead of
New York Mayor Abraham Beame in a popularity poll.
Abzug has
Lesbians and gay men are well on their way to becoming
done nothing to discourage speculation that she will make such
criminals again in the state of Arkansas as a bill reinstitut- a race.
(Gay Community News)
ing criminal penalties for homosexual acts passed the House of
Sexual acts between consenting adults
Representatives 66-2.

UN-WELCOMED WAGON

BELLA DECLINES CARTER OFFER

ARKANSAS ABOUT-FACE

A KNIGHT TO REMEMBER

had been decriminalized under the state's 1976 Criminal Code
A recent issue of PARADE magazine featured the following
revision. The new bill allows trial juries or judges to imin their weekly gossip column:
pose up to a maximum of 10 years in prison for homosexuality
Q. It was well known in theatrical circles for years
or bestiality. The bill is now before the Senate, a traditionand years that the late British playwrite Noel Coward
ally more conservative body that the House. Gov. David Pryor
was gay, gay, gay. Why, then, did Queen Elizabeth II
has not stated whether he will sign the bill if it is sent to
Knight
him?
F.T., College Park, MD.
(Gay Community News)
his desk.
A. Homosexuality does not exclude a talented person
in Great Britian from receiving royal honors. Homo-

DALLAS TEX. "TREATS"
Will vice squads be busting bakeries next? Baker Don Lunday
is doing a booming business in the sale of what he calls
"pornocakes". Working from an album picturing 63 male and
female cake designs that a customer may choose from, and while
he has not advertized, he has been swamped with orders. Most
of the orders are for men's birthday parties that include
nudes complete in every detail. Lunday adds: "I've had some
people in here asking for pretty heavy stuff on a cake, but
there are certain things I won't do." (GPU News)

L.A. CENTER MAKING HISTORY
Since its.inception just five short years ago, the Gay
Community Services Center of Los Angeles has scored one
victory after another.
The Center's latest victory is a
$305,250 grant from the Comprehensive Employment Training
Act approved by the Los Angeles City Council. The grant
will help facilitate a training program and provide valuable work experience for chronically unemployed gay men
and women in the area.
This grant is historic in that it
is the first time the city of Los Angeles has approved
funding tor tne Center or any other gay organization.
(News West)

sexuals have made outstanding contributions to British
culture. (Parade Publications)

GAY O.K. IF SEXUALLY INERT

So it seems with the Jesuit Order of New York, where it
was recently decided to bar the ordination of Thomas Swettin
who has been a priesthood candidate for the past 13 years.
Sweetin said that his difficulties began three years ago when
his superior was informed that: he.occasionally visited gay
Albert Bartlett, vice principal for priestly prepn for the New York Jesuit order, said that it was unusual
use to grant ordination in the final stages except for
ns of health" which include "stability of both mind
Rev. John McNeill, whose supportive book "The Church
c Homosexual" was published last year, is also a Jesuit.
McNeill has identified himself as gay, although not
(Gay News)
ly active.

tßev.
.

MARRIANNE FAITHFULL COMES OUT

British singing star, Marianne Faithfull, has recently
finished writing a series of articles for a London newspaper
in which she discloses her besexuality...so says the New York
Post gossip columnist, Tony Schwartz. When published, Schwartz
claims the serializations will reveal what he calls "her
sexual adventures" with other women.
(Gay News)

TAKE A CRIUSE
AROUND THE FALLS

STATE PHOTO
CIBACHROMES
We can turn your slides directly into rich color prints

BU\CK AND WHITE ENLARGEMENTS
Our B&W prints can bring out the full tonal range of your negatives

COLOR ENLARGEMENTS
Each print is inspected for correct color balance and density
Don't your photos deserve our quality?

585 POTOMAC AT ELMWOOD

885-4007

There are a couple of places
that are gay but quite out of
the way in the city of Niagra
Falls. One of the gay fun spots
in town is "Chuck's Ad Lib",
where herein lies a casual,
comfortable atmosphere. Meet-

ing new people is very easy at
Ad Lib"...just ask any

"Chuck's

one of the friendly bartenders:

Bobby, Terry, Gayle, Glen, Pat,
or Dave your manager,- they'll
ask you to pull up a chair and
relax to your favorite brew, or
shoot a game of 8-ball. Special
nights to remember at the Ad
Lib: Mon."Beer Night", Tues.
"Boys Night" (discount for guys)
Wed. "Girls Night" (ditto),

Thurs. "Screwdriver Night", and
"Happy Hour" is every Sunday
from 2pm til 6pm. Take the short
drive to Niagra Falls to "Chuck's
Ad Lib"222B Falls Street... it's
cruisy and very comfortable!
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GAYS IN PRISON
A Look at the Most Oppressed Gays in America
All of a sudden3 a coat was thrown
over my face, and when I tried, to pull
tt off;, I was viciously punched in the
face for around ten minutes., I fell
to the floor, and they kicked mc all
J
over my body 3 including my head and
privates. They ripped my pants from
mc while five or six held mc 'down, .and
took turns to fuck mc. While they
held mc, they burned my leg with a
cigarette.
This dyke spoke real tough to the
officers in the wagon, and they aren f t
going to take that. When wte get to the
Tombs, they herd us out, and leave her
in the paddywagon. The rest of us are
put in the bullpen.
They carry the dyke in about an hour
later. The officers had raped her because they said they ha~pe lesbians
While they rape her, they lre beating
her up* She's bleeding. Her fingers
are broken.
They rape her, sudomiz-ung
her
end. The police sa-c-d, "You
Want to be a man so bad, cue '11 show you
what happens vo men on RiKer's Island
(the prison) ,
They get fucked up the
ass. "
ahe could
They had broken her rios,
hardly move when she r s Laid down on the
bunk in the bullpen. She was raped in
the morning, and she doesn't get hos-

.

This litany of atrocities inflicted
upon gay men and women by the American
penal system could be extended indefinitely. Like Jews in Nazi Germany, or

black in the pre-civil-rights-movement
South, or rhe Vietnamese au My Lai,
gays in prison are treated as a subhuman species, contemptible and dangerous, not entitled to even the paltry
rights accorded other prisoners. The
American penal system is inherently
brutalizing, dehumanizing, and degrading for all of its victims, but for
gays the situation is particularly
desperate: as is ciear from two of the
examples above, straight prisoners often surpass prison guards and administrators in persecuting gays.
Official
prison policy and unofficial prisoner
social dynamics combine to make gay
humiliation a fundamental operational
and survival mechanism in the American
prison; nothing could be more contrary
to American penal tradition than gay
pride.
For some gays, suicide is the only
possible response to the miseries of
incarceration. For those who don't
choose death, the assistant warden of
a correctional facility in Missouri

Three days after his arrest on a
misdemeanor marijuana charge, twentyyear-old Rick Shorter was "put on
trial" by the thirteen prisoners confined with him in the Tarrant County
(Texas)

Jail.

The accusation? That he

-

4

fucked up."
Like gays in the

world,

imprisoned gays are confronted by two
modes of
official and nonofficial. These modes are mutually
supportive and reinforcing; together
they so. absolutely define a
nigger" environment, that their destruction of gay identity and integrity
is nearly total. The official mode of
oppression is derived fj-om the homophobia of prison administrators and personnel; ultimately, this phobia is

ARE MORE
THERE
RAPED MEM
IM AMERICA THAN
RAPED WQIAEM.

world.
The second mode of oppression is
the sexism of the prison population
itself. The straight male prisoner
in an all-male institution is cut off
from his primary ego support: the heterosexual world's oppression of women.
In order for his masculine identity to
survive, he needs a substitute nigger
to play moon to his sun.
And what
pattern of sexism prevails. Male administrators and guards continue the
oppression of women which they practice

refused vo confess, some of

the prisoners the
tne prisoners began taking the
more seriously, ana beat hvm with a
sock containing a bar of soap until he
admitted he was gay. A suitable punishment couldn't be decided upon untilone of them claimed that if one prison
ncr on the cellblock committed suicide,
all the others would have their cases
dismissed. So Rick was sentenced to
commit suicide.
In a room adjoining the jail "-Bank"
where the trial had taken place, the
prisoners trieu to hang Rick, but could
find nothing strong enough to support
nis weight. So two of them twisted a
toujel around his neck, and tugged on
each end until Rick asphyxiated; the
other prisoners looked on as the execution took place. They all signed
statements that the death was
statements that the death was a suicide,
the county medical examiners agreed,
and the case was closed.
When one of the prisoners gave a
true account of the murder a month later, the medical examiners reopened the
case for "further investigation. " However, Tarrant uounty oheriff Don Evans
has disavowed responsibility fur the
death, claiming that the jailers
"couidn't help" what happened.

But the price exacted for this survival
is high, and continues to be paid long
after one returns to freedom. Refers
ring to "punks,"-i.e., gays who accept
their designated prison role and become
slaves to the macho "jockers" or
"wolves," one prisoner wrote, "The
punks I know are ruined mentally and
Even if he can physipsychologically.
cally tolerate rape, emotionally he is

rooted in straight male sexism, which
so grossly overinflates the male ego
that it is threatened by all who do not
subscribe to the macho male archetype,
and it thrives on any system which reproduces the nonr-prison world's paradigm of woman oppression. Gay oppresrsion by straight prisoners is supported by prison officials because it
mics the familiar and comforting
oppression of women in the

pitalized*

was gay.
When he

by Tim Denesha

summarizes the options neatlyj "Submit,
fight, or go over the fence." The irony

of tne latter two cnoices is oovious:
to rignt is maaness wnen the opponent
is an established social system promoted
by coercion to the extent of murder,
while escape, except in rare instances,
results only in recapture and an
extended sentence.
To survive, then, submission is the
only option, and submission means participation in one's own oppression,
Jews who survived the death camps by

cooperating with the Nazis, even to the
extent of murdering their own kin, are
an instance of the same phenomenon.

outside-the prison, though to an
gerated degree in the absence of "civillized" society's restraints: rape of
prisoners by prison personnel is a much
more acute problem in women's prisons,
regardless of whether the guards are
male or female. For lesbian prisoners
in male-run facilities, the oppression
is especially savage, as in the case
cited above; the penalty for not worshipping at the altar of cock is severe.
Within the women's prison population itself, sexism is no less a factor. In a
depressing recreation of
roles in the non-prison world, imprisoned
women have a social system based on the
oppression of the "feminine" by the
"masculine;" prison argot for these roles
is "Mary Femme" and "Dora Dyke." Because
less than five percent of all incarcerated misdemeanants and felons are women,
attention is usually focussed on abuses
in mcn T s prisons, where greater numbers

are affected; for the same reason, less
documentation is available on conditions
in women's prisons. But the persecution
of lesbians is no less intense: "Rape in
the women's prisons is every bit as brutal and terrifying as the'men's," accordding to Helga, a former prisoner.

Each of these modes of oppression
will now be examined in detail.
I was moved from the
was
allowed
out of my cell
hospital, I
*s
The
on
doctor
orders.
to exercise
hospital
the
ward
came
down
to
warden
"Get
man
screaming,
this
and began
off
the run? This man is a homosexual, and
he is not to be allowed out of his cell
under any circumstancest"

The dqy

before

When you write, ask why I have been
kept on administrative segregation for
five months, when I'"ye had only one
rule infraction in 2% years, and that

was over a year ago. Ask in what way
Impose a threat to the security of the
Ask why I was not
institution.
forded due process, why I am refused
access to mess hall, religious services,
law library, fresh air, sunshine,
exercise in the yard,
I have talked about myself and other
gays being housed in the "adjustment
center"' because we are supposed to be
uncontrollable homosexuals and management problems. Every gay person in the
adjustment center here is a flamboyant,
effeminate gay. Most of us were sent
here for this reason.

world, experiences an aggravation of
this frustration within the confines of
the prison. But at the same time, he is
given by prison administrators and the
prison social structure, an opportunity
to ventilate that frustration by raping
the symbol of the oppressive forces
ranked against him: the young middleclass white.
White straight males experience the
same impotency crisis in prison, partly
because of separation from the ego support of the heterosexual world. Unable
to rape women (actually or figuratively)
he substitutes the male most like a
woman (as he views them), the "longhaired hippie," the non-macho male, the
gay male.
An incarcerated lesbian described
herself as "fightin'' ''em off* constantly, for in women's prisons the imitation
of male/f.emale role relations results
in the same style of oppression for gay

The prison rape victim's predicament
"One boy was gangis nearly hopeless.
raped thirteen times...he wouldn't tell
the officials because he would really

,

"

The assistant warden told mc I would
have to be put on what they call twentyfour hour lock-up, and not allowed to
come out of my cell for anything. I
have been fed in this cell, I have taken
a shower in this cell, I have prayed in
this cell that someone up there would
hurry up and get mc out of this cell,
but all that I have gotten in return is
a whole lot of grief and so much misery
that it takes all I can do to keep from_
going insane. And wherever Igo in this
institution, I have .to be led around
with an officer at my side, as if I'm
some kind of sexual maniac.

.

the
on
WHO

Coutside ARES?

Administrative segregation, adjustcenter, or "lock-up" is probably
commonest
punishment for being gay
the
inflicted by prison officials. The myth
of gays as the primary instigators of
gang rapes is the supposed justification
for this action, although "One would
and hard," writes
have to look
one California prisoner, "to find a
case of a genuine gay raping some
straight dude." In the majority of
cases, he continues, "a so-called machoacting straight, or maybe two or three
of them, force a homosexual into a sex
act."
Gay sexuality is rarely the motive
for prison rape. Helga contends that
though it is much less of an issue in
women's prisons, "Racism is responsible
for much of the rape in men's prisons."
Carlos, a self-confessed prison rapist,
enlarges on this theme: "There's always
a confrontation for dominance in a rape.
The one raped is a young boy. A lot of
times he is a long-haired hippie.
He's
middle-class America." When racism is
an issue in prison rape, the rapist,
already feeling powerless by virtue of
his oppressed position in the non-prison

ment

•

have been in trouble then." Like
women who are raped in the non-prison
world, prison rape victims find offiial response as oppressive as the assault itself. Officials insist that
the names of the rapist (s) be revealed
before any action is taken; this requires breaking the most sacred tenet
of the prisoner moral code: Never Be
an Informer.
If the assaulted victim
reveals the names of his attackers, he
is assured of brutal reprisals from
them at the next opportunity; if he
keeps the names secret, then he is
simply returned to general population
for further raping.
When a prisoner is being so grossly
mistreated by other inmates that even
prison officials cannot overlook the
fact, the response is administrative
segregation, lock-up—in other words,
one is punished for being raped. Lockup does protect the person from further rape, but it also absolutely denies all access to whatever limited
sources of recreation, exercise, and
self-betterment are available to prisoners. One inmate writes of a man,
"twenty-three years of age, with a
limited education, who is an admitted
homosexual. He had to be locked up in
maximum security for his own protection.
Inmates had continued to take sexual
advantage of him. He was denied schooling because his protection could not be

guaranteed." Lock-up is fundamentally
a punitive measure, and the gay confined
there for his own protection who protests being punished for being victim
of a crime will be told that other inmates -are being protected from his

women as for gay men.
Rape may take
the form of forced masturbation, cunnilingus, or vaginal/rectal assault with
One inmate described a rapist
a dildo.
who had fashioned a dildo in the shape
of an alligator, which she displayed
proudly in her cell to be seen by a 11...
including guards, who were supposedly
unaware of its actual purpose.
When It becomes undeniably clear
that gays are not the rapists, then
prison officials will claim that gays
are still responsible for the crime
because they seduced the innocent male
aggressor. Winston Moore, a psycholo-

gist and purportedly "enlightened and

progressive" director of the Cook
County (Chicago) Department of Corrections, claimed in an article on prison
sex problems published in Ebony in
September, 1976, that "closet queens...
who carefully try to keep their homosexuality a secret...often charge rape
in order to keep their cover intact...
though they had readily cooperated in
or even initiated the act."
In assertare
ing that rapes
the result of seduction by gays, Moore and other homophobic
prison administrators are ignoring the
fact that a substantial proportion of
prison rape victims are what the prisoners term "jailhouse turnovers," i.e.,
persons with no previous homosexual
experience—yet prison officials will
still declare them responsible for being raped. "It's true that in jail
straight men force people into homosexuality," according to one inmate,
but this is unacceptable to an administrator strongly invested in maintaining
his stereotype of the straight male as
inherently noble.

"perversions." In a sexist institution
like a prison, no claims of injustice
by non-heterosexual, non-macho males
are honored.
The enlightened and progressive Moore
also advanced another rationale for absolving straight's of all responsibility
for prison rape:
We find a disproportionately high
incidence of homosexuality- both latent
and. active--among the nation ''s prison
staffs...The field of corrections
attracts a great marry people with sadistic and otherwise perverse inclir rtions. ..We have actually observed in
recent years an even heavier influx of
homosexuals into the staffs of correctional institutions...! attribute this
largely to the gay liberation movement
which has become so prevalent in this
country .The same problem is plaguing
women's prisons, most of which are veritable bastions of openly conducted
lesbianism..,. .Befori hiring an individual,
it should beassur* I that we are- dealing
with a■irs •: ■'(
'■' i s icholoqically
and otherwise si ible; ■ not only should
we api ly t) V .•■ 1 ?'<£ screening program
to our s: ■'"' : ,■ si iff-, but likewise to
the prof ssi uals ■ pen visiting
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suspicion.
continued on next page
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Moore's tight straight skin is safe:
whoever gets beaten, whoever gets raped,
whoever gets murdered, it is clear that
the straight male is never at fault, for
gays are entirely responsible.
goating is a very comfortable practice
for homophobes such as Winston Moore,
much less threatening than dealing with
the sexist and racist,oppression of which
Winston
he himself is clearly guilty.
Moore, articulate and educated, is considered an outstanding example of the
new breed of prison administrators;
he is admired for his reforms because
they improve prison conditions for
straights, reaffirm the myth of gay as
pervert, and protect the heterosexual
world from the onslaughts of gay liberation.

want to be checked in is to indulge
in.

.. .whatever.

Under the comparatively relaxed
conditions of the prison infirmary,
penal authorities, subscribing to the
stereotype of gays as promiscuous sex
maniacs, fear that gays will convert
the wards into orgy rooms, and so are
even more reluctant than usual to admit
them into sick bay.
This discrimination has particularly disastrous effects
for the rape victim, such as the lesbian
whose situation was described at the
beginning of this article: for these
gays, acknowledgement of the need for
medical attention is also an acknowledgement of gay persecution by straight
In the worst prisons, the
prisoners.

witholding of even basic first aid is
used as a form of "punishment" for
being a "pervert", with the result that

abrasions, lacerations, burns, lost
teeth and broken bones are left untreated
With irgent. medical concerns being
ignored, it is not surprising that more
routine gay health needs go unmet.
For example, many institutuions have no
routine venereal disease screening of
prisoners upon intake, and of those
that do, virtually all limit themselves
to heterosexual screening:
that is,'
urethral swabs will be taken, but not
rectal or oral; just as in straight
medical services, the two sites chiefly
responsible for the spread of YD among
gays are neglected.
Once in prison,
no sane gay would request oral or rectal
YD exams, just as imprisoned straights
The other major category of official
harassment of incarcerated gays is in
the area of medical care.
Prison health
care is an abomination for all prisoners,
regardless of sexual orientation; treatment for illness is viewed as neither a

necessity nor a right, but a special
privilege to be granted at the whim of
a prison guard.
We saw a woman who was severely
burned prior to her arrest denied
ical treatment because she did not recPunishment is
eive the burn in prison.
always inflicted for report of illness.
If a girl reports herself ill, instead
of receiving medical treatment, she is

locked up

for about three days, then

given treatment

-

or maybe she isn f t.

The matron told us to strip, she
was going to check us for hidden narcotics.
After examining the first woman
she removed the speculum from her vagina
and immediately moved to insert it in
the vagina of the next woman.
When I
protested that the speculum should be
resterilized between each usage in case
any of the women had venereal disease,
her response was to make sure I would
be the last of the six women examined,
so the chances of infection would be
greatest for mc.
If medical care is bad for everyone
in a sexist-oppressive institution such
as a prison, then for gays it can be
expected to be considerably worse....
and it is.

I was taken to the hospital the
night before last after an attack of
I was repain in my lower abdomen.
records
admission
because
show
my
fused
"homosexuality", so I was given a shot
that knocked mc out for forty-eight
hours,
So here I am, still in pain,
but unable to receive proper medical
attention because I'm gay.
The way
they look at it, the entire reason I

6

would not request a urethral test, for
in either case a positive result would
be virtual proof of participation in
prison sexual activity, with the inevitable penalties to follow.
So the diseases are left untreated, with the risk
of serious side effects such as paralysis
or mental deterioration years later,
when the condition has become untreatable
Gay men who engage predominantly in
anal intercourse have been found to have
a twenty per cent greater likelihood of
carrying a

of hormone therapy.
The sensitive and
supportive counselling which transsexuals
require will be replaced by harsh

judicial treatment, often from other
gays.

I*m in a predominantly
institution with the- only other males
besides myself being over forty-five
The Illinois Department of
years old.
Corrections didnJ't feel I could be cut
loose into any institution with an allmale population because I have breasts
resulting from hormone treatment.
The one thing that really burns mc
up is, along with being put down by
prison staff, there are gay sisters in
here, that do the same thing... the gay
sisters have nothing to do with mc,
and the straight girls think I nn sick
and a freak...I f ve asked for therapy
to help mc cope with 'the situation,
but they tell mc that the therapy
groups are only for women.
I. tried
to go to school, but was kicked out
because they didn't want "men" in

•

there...

brought here for having feminmannerisms, but here, in a
institution, I nn told to act the part
of a man.
I Was

ine

An equally gross example of transsexual discrimination is the case of
Jack Hoffman, who is being detained in
prison by the Utah State Department of
Corrections nearly two years beyond the
termination of his sentence simply because he expresses his Intention of
undergoing sexual reassignment surgery
upon release. "I have never been
charged or-convicted of any offense
involving my sexual identity...however..
the Utah State Department of Corrections
has said they will not release mc until
Jack Hoffman
I change my intentions... "
names the Mormon Church, which runs the
state of Utah and the Department of
Corrections there, as the villain;
with its bigamist teachings, the Mormon
Church is historically among the most
Transsexist-oppressive of religions.
to
be even more harshly
sexuals can expect
penalized by the sexism of correctional
facilities than other gays.
While these instances of abuse by
omission are appalling, they pale beside
the crimes of commission which, in the
name of medical research, have been perpetrated against gay prisoners. Atascadero and Vacaville prisons in California are designated for the treatment

continued

on page
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virus in

their blood, yet few prisons provide hep-r-atitis screening, much less prophylactic
Other,
measures for its containment.
less pressing conditions which
particularly affect gays,such as scabies,
crabs and venereal warts (especially
anal warts) are similarly ignored.
Transsexual prisoners are faced with
enormous difficulties.
Straight prisoners can reasonably expect that certain
medications necessary for their wellbeing on the outside, such as heart medications, will be denied them in prison:
transsexuals, at whatever stage of their
transformation, can be certain that the
gender change process will be stopped
and probably reversed by the withdrawal
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At drugstores

between young ALLEN GINSBERG ON:
and older men

rejection

sex

Sunshie Pres,

that

question to Gavin
Arthur...(who) had slept
with Edward Carpenter, and
Edward Carpenter had slept
with Walt Whitman. So this

of

Burka

Gay

-

is in a sense in a line of
transmission...that's an
interesting sort of thing to
have as part of the mythology
...What was whispered to mc
in that line of transmission
by Gavin Arthur on the subject of younger and older
men making it: he says
that's like an ancient thing,
and it's very old and very
charming for older and
younger to make it—which
you realize as you get old
too—and nothing to be
ashamed of, defensive about,
but something to be encouraged —a healthy relationship,
not a sick, neurotic dependency.
The main thing is communication. Older people have
ken, experience, history,
memory, information, data,
and also power, money, and
worldly technology. Younger
people have intelligence,
enthusiasm, sexuality, energy, vitality, open mind,
athletic activity —all the
characteristics and sweet,
dewy knowledges of-youths
and both profit from the
reciprocal exchange. It
becomes more than a sexual
relationship; it becomes an

'

Czechoslvaki

Interviw 1971

Another point I'd like to
take up is the traditional,
effeminist possibly, objection to the "Sexist" relations between older men
and younger men. I took

from Fox

A.

by

Grey

DeTinsmha Ginsberg,
by

design

bokplate

Alen

Excerptd with

Erotic

exchange of strengths, an

exchange of gifts, an exchange of accomplishments,
and exchange of naturebounties. Older people gain
vigor, refreshment, vitality,
energy, hopefulness, and
cheerfulness from the
attentions of the young; and
the younger people gain
gossip, experience, advice,
aid, comfort, wisdom, knowledges, and teachings from
their relation with the
old. So as in other relationships, the combination of old and young is
functionally useful. It's
far from sexist, in the
sense that the interest of
the younger person is not
">

■

totally sexual; it's more
in the relationship and
wisdom to be gained.

In Edward Carpenter's and
theory, the older
person made love to the
younger person, blew the
younger person, and there
was the absorbtion of
the younger person's electric, vital magnetism
(according to a charming,
theosophical, nineteenthAnd it's
century theory).
that
somebody
something
older like myself does
perience as a natural fact,
When you sleep with"somebody younger, you do gain
a little vitality of
breadth and bounce.

Whitman's

JHjf

Natural

.

_

IJ

Vfl

just

don't

want you...the

more you'll be open to your
feelings, the more you'll
communicate, the more likely
you'll just connect.
One of the greatest
difficulties, especially for
the younger sexualists of
all kinds, is the fear of
making a move, because
they're afraid of being
rejected.
So, the only
thing is frank revelation
of the heart: that applies
politically, subjectively,
personally...lt's the lack
of trust in the heart that's
messed up radical mentality
as well as all sexual mentality in America. If we

don't interest ourselves in

your hearts, and accept our
hearts, then the rest is a
perpetual void of intellect...

ultimately, the heart becomes brightly empty.

Hello. I know this sounds a bit ridiculous, but
we met? Weren h t you at the last ball thrown by the Czar?
At the Summer Palace, of course?

d

—

Well, yes, I appear young but I was there. It was a
previous life. I've had severai. I was done in by the mob
on that particular occasion. I think I was a minor countess
I was dressed in green and yellow.

Fresh Squeezed Juices
Home Baked Bread

Once I was a monk who happened to stumble onto the secret of universal peace, only to be struck dumb by a higher
power.

25 greenf ield street
One Block North of Jewitt offMain

Is

Sld & S

important to accept rejection,

because the more you learn
to accept rejection, the
more you leave yourself vulnerable to be rejected, the
more you have a chance of
getting laid, of scoring,
both for heart and for cock.
The more you open yourself
up and give yourself, continuously without rancor, and
accept rejection from people
who are either too timid
or afraid socially, or who

incident

greenftela street restaurant
Vegetarian

Rely on your feelings and
feelings. I
think a lot of homosexual
conflict comes from internalizing society's distrust
of your loves, finally
doubting your own loves,
and therefore not being
able to act on them. The
other thing is, I think it's
trust your

836-9035

,

Open for lunch 1 1:30-5:00/for dinner 5:00-9:00
Weekend breakfast from 9:30

J

Or did we meet at the Hermitage? I think you were exramining a Cellini, We drank vodka at a little cafe and told
jokes. Our guides laughed, but
understand. Ah, but
that's the Cold War.
Once I

attended an execution,

clothes, and won his robe.
deep wine red.

I gambled on the man'-s
It was a homespun material, a

Or was it at Agincourt? And did I slay you or did you
slay mc? And whose side were you on?
Could it have been at the Ringstones that we met?
to be sacrificed. They thought I was a virgin.
Yes, that is funny.
None

I

til

btOO

V $at.

|

I was

of these, eh?

We seem to have drawn a crowd.
mi be seeing you
In about a hundred years or so.

again.

—A. Earl Hershberger
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WHO ARE THE HOMOSEXUALS? tion."Better not," said. "My
old friends and
Part Three by Lyle Glazier
it s
that some of them
I
neighbors—

f

enough

may hear mc, without my rubbing their noses in the

Who are the homosexuals?
We are husbands, wives,

something. They do have
their quarrels." Reading
fathers, mothers, sons,
statements that put a comfort- business."
My host went on to say
daughters. We are bosses,
able distance between the
that
a boy from that school
colleagues, servants, plumberVSj reporter and the victim, gays
district,
a high-school senior
policemen, clergymen, teachers. may be tempted to move an
during
previous winter,
the
Many of us are indistinguishequal distance, protecting
had asked to appear on the
able from irreproachable
themselves by pretending
program and interrogate the
straights.
that the victim couldn't posmoderators. His principal
Legally we are criminals.
sibly have been they. Yet
had ordered him not to use
Everybody coming in touch
they know very well that it
with one of us is threatened, could have been. The infection his own name, nor to mention
the name of the district.
liable to be socially contamof ridicule is contagious.
"That boy will be listeninated if the secret comes
Often I seem ridiculous to
ing
tomorrow evening."
out. Some of us break under
myself.
that case, spell it
"In
the pressure or imagined
Often I have wished to have
He needs support more
out.
a chance to run my life over
pressure, trapped by the
than parents and teachers
police perhaps, and, before
again. If I had been five
need
to ne shielded from any
the trial, exposed in the
years older when I got in bed
that could come
embarassment
appredaily newspaper: "
that night. Or if I had not
from
exposure."
N
hended at the cord
been so drugged by sleep. Or
If
I
boy
can
that
and
help
hended at the corner of Edward if only my older brother —who
others like him, preventing
and Pearl, and charged with
behaved very strangely by
them
from feeling like total
offering to commit an obscene coming back a week early from
any relief afforded
criminals,
act."
Gramp's—if only, forgetting
then
the grief
beggar
will
our family reticence about
Released on bail, the acconceivably
cused can load a gasoline drum sex, he had shouted, protectto be suffered
sixty-five-year-old
into the back of the stationby this
ing his little brother,
wagon, and drive full-speed
"Don't let him go!"
ex-closet case. I need to
into the abutment of the
proclaim
what I feel deep in
I had no options then.
my
overhead crossbridge on the
heart
and
mind: although
And now, if it were to do
my
actions
make
mc liable to
expressway. He has been unover, I think I would choose to
derpressure too long. Wife
to run the whole gamut, conbe branded a criminal, for
knows. Children know. Father sciously electing not"to have those actions, in my heart and
and mother know. The neighand mind, I have no sense
missed tne great friendships.
bors know. The human constitu- Never to have been homoerotic of sin.
tion is capable of enduring
would be one thing, but having "Who are the Homosexuals?"
only so much.
been, in spite of being brand- was reprinted with permission
We are still fugitives,
ed a criminal, I would not
from the November/December
hundreds of thousands, milwish away that much of my
issue of "The Humanist".
lions, so ashamed of ourselves
life.
that we hardly dare ask for
■
mercy. Most of us never conFurthermore, so little is
fess. Even to our wives.
known aoout our sexual na\'■\ / // PHONE
<)Your HostessV
Some play the buffoon. Others tures: it may well be that
(RUTH
BAKEr\
I never did have an option,
beg their wives not to tell.
Q / 282-9717 (
Recently, great numbers, seem- that something in my genes
determined my having been
ingly, have come out into the
balanced between the sexes
open.
Seeming to be legion,
ARE A
by a naturalistic fatalism
they are only a few compared
HERE BUT ONCE"
\
to the thousands still hiding. attracted toward both men
1149 Michigan Avenue
/
Not the least of our punish- and women. Whatever the
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
)
S
primal cause, I am what I am,
ments is that to a great many
and
I have full sympathy tor
people our behavior seems a bit
persons
all
caught in the web
ridiculous. "What difference
discriminatory
of
laws execudoes it make which hole you
by
ted
lawmakers
who
believe'
it
we
in?" If
put
reply that
thye are hearing a Higher
the question is double-edged
Voice, when they are probably
and could just as logically
sanction our behavior as cononly defending their own bias,
demn it, we may still squirm
or running away from their
uncomfortably. Even the murown fear.
der of a queen doesn't always
\
excite full sympathy. The
Preparing for the radio
Williamstown murderer of R.
program last summer, in our
drew upon public revulsion
preliminary session, one of
toward homosexuals to enlist
the co-hosts overlooking my
sympathy for himself. The
vita noticed that I had served
Newsweek report of Sal Mineo's seven years as vice-president
death quoted a nameless specof a board of education. He
ulator on the probable motive: asked if he could use that
"It was a new boyfriend or
information in his introduc-
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poetry

Th' soft green grass rustles and swirls
in rowing gestures of granduer and magnificence
before the last sweet golden rays of the sunset.
The coolness of the wind runs tenderly through
the pale indigo of the evening sky
and blends with the earth,
Becoming one whole,
one night.
And there admidst the beauty of the field you
stand before lie.
You soft bare feet stand firmly upon the warm
shoulders of the earth,
and your arms cradle the stars
their light reflecting in your eyes, bringing
forth all the warmth and mystery of your soul.
Your light brown hair dancing merrily in the
sweet summer breeze.
Catching the sighs',
and whispering the melodies of a thousand lover's
j

GIVNIN

1-e sway at first,
as saplings do in the breezes,
the desire to please disguising
the need to succeed at love.
Sway becomes bending,

submitting to will
to the best of intentions.
Insistent winds moan

"

it's for your own good, dear "�

3ut with the wind's demise
the trees
having suddenly nothing
to yield to * snap free
then go limp in the stillness,
unshaken but sure
they will never be moved again.

-

Reg in a

tears.

I was once a part of you.
Once we lay together and shared emotions,
Your warm tender body making mc feel safe and
free.
Oh how I loved you.
You \ver«-' everything to mc.
But for the sake of our love,
I left.
Hoping to once more return to the tender shelter
of you RTi-ifBut nor,
I find myself lost in a helpless void of confussion.
Of loving, but not being loved.
Of striding toward a goal only to find emptiness.
Of dreaming that somehow you'll return to mc,
and once more make my life something worth living.

kashney

.

I'm here my love.
And if sometime you should find yourself lost and

alone,
Or should find you tire of countless nights of
empty love,
Remember mc.
For here I shall remain.
Your photograph by ray side,
The tears of a lost love falling softly upon my

JUST TWO

In pure Certitude
Yv-v addressed :no:
i will ",
Which drafted my life
In a new direction,
Not away from mc
But through you
Towards myself,
To my home-coming,
Re-arrival at a place
Where you have sat and sit
Reclining at
the end of my day.

"

I could travel the world,
Pinpoint capitals on my map;
I could sing in
A hundred different languages,
And be glad to
Sit again in your presence
And speak over and over
Our talk.
You could fly oceans,
Groove where antelope play,
Walk in and out of
Palaces of Justice,
Sidewalk cafes,
Shops and docks,
Places of pleasure,
And when you shook them
I'd' find you home, home.
Warm beside ae.
we could roara the earth,
Vagabonds outbound,
Frame heavens in our lens,
Stare down alleys of fright,
Champion mountains,
Put all that behind
And be together, just two,
all in
ther'a eyes.

Kg

Stephen chamberlain

MOVEMENTS

pillow.

Maniacal screamers,
we cry
this ie shit I
vVe're manacled I
Free us!
You owe us th.9t rsuchl M
Such pleading,
hearts bleeding
they dare not ignore.
'-' Whaffe one more placebo? "
they shrug and appease.
kn6 v/e've pleased ourselves
and march home for the night,
benevolent fighters,
all tired but fit.
But, powerless dreamers,
this might just be it.

marc tracy

"

r. kashney

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

A woman lies in wait
with breasts of sand
her eye-level dunes
betray the sunbrown
stroller with the illusion
of more land.
But firm
her patient,
striding thighft,
my lover, the ocean,
hoars my crieft.

-

Diamond-fingered crests
forebode along the horizon
as she hurries to mc.
finally folding
liquid thunder at my feet*

-

She" leaves courting gifts,
gifts of nacre,
colored shards subdued
by her steady caress.

-

on the day
And
when I am ready •
when I no longer heed
the rock-bound pull behind mc
a dowery of dawns
to brilliant in
each day of fluid freedom.

-

r. kashney
■

■
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INTERVIEW

into the bar business?
kbars close at 2 am. There,
are not more than 10 peo
Tough! If you have.s or
10 g's and you lease and pie in Buffalo who have
been to as many bars in
do everything yourself,
as
many cities as I have.
something.
you could get
first floor. Also, if the If you are going to own
And in the cities where
response is good, food
your own place and try an the bars close at 2am,
will be served at night.
and do something special, I've had the best time.
You can go out, get it
Q.What should a bar ofnot less than 4 0 to 5 0
fer its patrons?
and I mean in your pocket on and still get up the
As much as it can and
next morning for-work.
not credit.
Q.Anything you'd like to
stay in business.
Q.What do you think of
say?
Q.How did you get into
closing at 4 am?
the bar business?
Running the manor is a
THE BAR BUSINESS IS A
Not many years ago most
hard job and I couldn't
TOUGH, FUCKING J08...
Of the bars in Buffalo
have done it alone. With
IT'S REWARDING...YOU
were closed down, so peoout the help of my lover
GET A CERTAIN FEELING. and my
friends, this
ple would go to Toronto
-Buddy Burke.
or Niagara Falls. At sam
wouldn't have been possibleone morning, while on the I would rather see the
Grand Island bridge, I
decided to open a bar in
Buffalo. I got tired of
that drive.
Q.Other than a bar, what
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article
does Buffalo need?
begins a new feature in the
A good steambath downFifth Freedom. Each issue we
town. In other cities
will interview a person of in- bars and baths do well
terest to the gay community.
near each other.
This interview is with Buddy
Q.What about Buffalo?
Burke, owner of the DOWNTOWN
Buffalo, has gotten a
MANOR.
negative reputation. We
are in the center of Tor
Q.What do you plan for
the Downtown Manor?
onto, Rochester, CleveI would like to bring to land and Erie. People
Buffalo a bar unlike anyshou!d be coming i nto the
previous bars. A place
city not leaving. The
where everybody could be attitude was,"you open
This is a view of the almost completed dance" floor of the,
comfortable. After April and they come". Thats
OUTER LIMITS, on the second floor of the, DOWNTOWN MANOR.
first, the Manor will
not true any more. It's
Over a mile of wire and hundreds of light bulbs have gone in
have a disco on the seca customer's market and
to the construction of the ceiling, which is capable of over
ond floor and a bar where iyou have to offer somepeople will be able to
thing to attract people. - twenty different, pattern illumination changes.
dance and talk on the
Q.How hard is it to get

BUDDY BURKE

-

™

DOWNTOWN GRAND
.

212 Franklin Street 842-1182
Buffalo New York
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THE MOST UNIQUE LIGHT SHOW AND SOUND SYSTEM IN BUFFALO.
I
NOW TWO FLOORS OF FUN
10

CLASSIFIED
sth FREEDOM classified rates
are 10c/word, $1.00 minimum.

Gentleman; middle aged seeks
same to share private home or
room with kitchen privileges.
Make offer - George, 692-0337

MM-Ift

ANYONE interested in joining
a social group/rap group/UUA
Gay Caucus

chapter/something

for bi/gay/ sexual people which
will be meeting at the
Unitarian Church, please leave
your name at the Center or
call at 881-5335.

Partners; same or opposite
sex, for sports, socializing
Room for rent in 4 bedroom
and roommate. Also, ridehouse, $55 per month. 886-0943 riders for carpool (local &
or 633-5437. St. James Place
out-of-state)any area.
849-0435 or 649-0841.
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Disco Dancing

• •mov.es
•
••

also
Pool Table

SAUNA BATH
REFRESHMENTS

PRIVATE ROOMS

••

STUDENT RATES

$A
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COLOR TV. LOUNGE
CENTERS OF
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LOCKERS
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VALUABLES CHECKED

# V D CUNIC EACH MONTH
OPEN 24 HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK
•IN
AND OUT PRIVLEGES (WEEK-ENDS)
N.
� THURSDAY 51.50 SP.M. 3A.M.

•

<0

of sex offenders from the entire Western U-S.j and ? in
the days before California's
harsh anti-gay laws were abolished, were known as "Dachau's for queers." Less than
five years ago, gays were
routinely used at these institutions for experiments
which "were conducted in aprparent violation of the Nuremberg Code," according to
Grant H. Morris, a professor
of law at Wayne State University who observed the procedures first-hand. They

|

Models for Photography
Escorts for Entertainment
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MONDAY SPEC lAL happy
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hour all night-reg. drinks
.75,wine & local beer .50
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Happy Hour Every Day
'til Bpm -reg. drinks .75
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'TIL
4AM
-OPE N
NIGHT 'L V
DRINKING
AND
FOff
Yo£7 tf
ENJOYMENT!
D A N'S IN G
SAT.
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NOW IN 41 STATES & 8 PROVINCES
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BOX 62
LEWISTON, N.Y 14092
Telephone:(4l6) 527-1468
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Masseurs ~ Bartenders (Nude)

|

A

ed, and correctly: frontal
lobotomy results in total destruction of the personality,
a "zombie."
"Gays in Prison** will be
inued in the next issue

I

i1

Jj

iatric Institute, who offered
his "services"" free in
change for being allowed to
experiment. "There can be no
doubt that homosexual tendencies can be removed by surgical procedure," it was

TALENT SPECIALISTS

i

_ll

lobotomies

ed by, among others, Dr. Hunter Brown of UCLA

I

I

-

Somehow, cruising in Buffalo this
winter isn't as fun as it useql to be..

included:

PRISON cont.

NEW PLAYROOM
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OUR COLLECTION
while gold lambda overlaid on
yellow gold bands, also available with men)

FROM

Ring with

Y*wmawmawa*m

or women's symbols

-

MAIL OROERS WELCOMED

Your Favorite Nightspot!
274 Delaware

Aye.

-

Buffalo, N.Y.

Tuesday Saturday 9:30 6 '.00

I r—^

716 886 1300
1053 Elmwooo Avenue ■ Buffalo
1
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New
H

York
I
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14205. York New Buffalo, Station, Ellicott
door. the at or Dignity of members and College
975, Box Freedom, sth c/.o request your send directory,
Daemon at available are and dollar one at priced are kets
this in listed be to like would you and Community, Gay TicCenter. Wick of room social the in be will program The
pm.
Buffalo the services organization or business your If
7:30 at 25 March on College Daemon at speaking be will
Homosexua the and Church Catholic The of, author and Dignity
Niagara
Michigan
LOUNGE,
BITSY
ITSY
Avenue,
1149
of chapter City York New the of founder MacNeill, John Fr.
Falls.
Falls. Niagara Street, Falls 2228 TAVERN, LIB AD

IS

RESTAURANTS & BARS

FAUS NIAGARA
Call

886-8380. Steve or 883-8244, Ken 883-7400, Ron
p.m. 8 at Wednesdays Avenue; Elmwood 699 AA, GAY
ANONYMOUS ALCOHOLICS

882-6321, John call

(Anglican/Episcopal), INTEGRITY

884-5631. John call Catholic), (Roman DIGNITY

'*

GROUPS RELIGIOUS

men." gay
reviews, interviews, show, talk a "Mainly FM.
88.7 p.m., 9-9:30 Saturdays WBFO-FM, NATION, STONEWALL

Mostly

etc.

information. further for 831-5394 etc." opera, soap
lesbian original an periodicals, lesbian from material
"Music, p.m. 9:30-10 Mondays FM, 88.7 WBFO-FM SAPPHO,
PROGRAMS RADIO

Buffalo. Street, Main 937 CAPRI, VILLA
Buffalo. Avenue, Delaware 252 RICARDQ'S:,
Buffalo. Avpth.p. Delaware 274 ROOM, HIBACHI
Buffalo. Street, Franklin 212 MANOR, DOWNTOWN
Buffalo. Street, Allen 20 DOMINIQUE'S,
RESTAURANTS & BARS
11355 York New
>
fc:
Aye.
Roosevelt 144-25 GAYS/LESBIANS, OF PARENTS
886-5293. phone Franklin, 499 Center. Women Buffalo
the at PM 7:30 at Friday every held Meetings G.R.0.W.,
831-5386. phone Aye., Winspear
Mouse, (toletov) F College FRONT/SUNYAB, LIBERATION GAY
Buffalo Aye., Elmwood 1300 College, University
State Buffalo (SAGE), EQUALITY GAY FOR ALLIANCE STUDENT
886-5293. phone Franklin, 499
Center, Women Buffalo the at PM 7:30 at month each of
Wednesdays 4th & 2nd held Meetings SAPPHO, OF SISTERS
information. for 881-5335 Phone Ferry. W. & Elmwood at
every
Church Unitarian the at month the of Sunday 3rd
(6:00PM)
held (7:3OPM) Meeting Membership General and
dinner Luck Pot 14205. NY Buffalo, Station, ellicott
975, Box FRONTIER, NIAGARA THE OF SOCIETY MATTACHINE

836-8970. Avenue; Filmore 2223 BOOKSTORE, WOMEN'S EMMA,
BOOKSTORES

required. membership
Club

Street; Almeda 44 AMHERST, CLUB
BATHS

MOVEMENT

BUFFALO

directory gay

Publicaton Fre5th dom
MSoatcicehintye
of

the

of

the

Niag ra

Frontier
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